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Introduction

Working at the speed of paper is no longer an option for many businesses. Information and business
critical content must be managed in digital form, integrated into end-to-end business processes, and
support transactional activities. Businesses must now extend their processes beyond the traditional
walls to include support of multi-channel input, remote workers, external partners, and even their
customers. This means that in order to remain competitive, they must deliver an Omni-channel
customer experience with access to all of the information they need, when they need it.
As a result, businesses are seeking ways to better utilize their information assets, provide a single
point of access to business information, automate manual processes, improve workforce engagement
at all levels, and increase collaborative capabilities with suppliers and partners.
This project will uncover the pain points and approaches organizations can take with a holistic view of
their information environments, and present approaches to digital transformation supported by AIIM
research data along with the analyst’s commentary and recommendations.

Digital Information is Critical

When AIIM fist introduced the term and concept of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) more
than 15 years ago, it was intended to help businesses identify and understand the importance of
unstructured content and help them align their content management technologies and practices with
those of the standard enterprise applications found of Finance, ERP and CRM. At the time, content
for the most part was seen as there and possibly relevant, but not particularly vital to business
operations. Content management was viewed by many as a strategic direction in eliminating paper
stores, but the content itself not as relevant since paper was still the dominant standard of vital
information for corporate records.
Today, many businesses have taken a proactive approach to connecting content with process. As
such, information born digital remains digital with paper being eliminated whenever and wherever
possible. As a result of this transformation, content is now viewed as business critical. AIIM Research
finds that for 65% of respondents, their content management systems are considered to be business
critical in relation to availability and accessibility. (Figure 1)
Figure 1. Which of the following content systems/operations would you consider
to be business critical for your business in terms of availability? 1
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Multichannel Impact

Content is generated from many sources, both internal and external. It is generated from many
applications spanning across many channels including paper, email, text messaging, and social.
All the while, being of a business nature, requiring the need to capture and manage it properly.
Ideally, the capture process will occur at the first touch point, whether in a mailroom or remote
location as inbound paper to be scanned, as inbound digital information in the form of email and
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
email attachments, electronic forms, or even digital photos. As a result, the role of capture system
ECM/DM/SharePoint
content
access for
has been
extended to pull
together
all of these inputs and present them either to line-of-business
work-in-progress and collaboraon
processes,
or to assigned personnel for processing. This presents challenges for many businesses in
their attempts to ensure accurate classification, metadata application, and security assignment.
Records management

Recognition technologies combined with text analytics can automate and enhance the capture
ECM/DM/SharePoint
content
access
for
process
using routing and
other
process
automation technologies in ways that even so called
reference / published content / intranet
“trailer documents” such as proof of identity, can be automatically identified, classified and archived
High volume capture of documents, forms,
appropriately.
AIIM Research
findsetc.
that 71% of organizations polled indicate they have scan
invoices,
and capture systems in place, and incorporated as part of their ECM systems. Yet even with this
Process management and workflow for
capability being available,
49%
of AIIM
claims,
loans,
etc. Research respondents still operate in an ad-hoc manner
while only 30% say they have some level of integrated multi-channel inbound capture process
Social2)
business plaorm
implemented. (Figure
None of our content systems are that
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Combined some of our inbound channels
for capture
The leads us to a discussion
of where this content is used and how it is distributed. As digital

transformation takes hold across the enterprise, consideration must be given to how content will

Digital
capturing
inbound
mail and by whom? When it comes to accessing content systems, 28%
bemailroom
accessed,
using what
device,

of those polled by AIIM indicate they have access across 3 or more devices. While this may be a

Separate
roung
handling
for paper,
view
only and
situation,
there
is indication the of need to provide full access to ECM-stored documents.
electronic and social

Accessing workflows and approval loops from mobile devices is increasingly important, but only 16%
have this ability on three or more devices, with a similar number able to access ERP, CRM or LOB
Largely ad hoc
systems. (Figure 3)
Figure 3. On how many devices - desktops, laptops, tablets, phones do you access the following: 1
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must then
to 90%
10% operation
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digital content and ways to maximize its use and value. This means that content must be viewed
Lossinofthat
business
multidimensionally
it no longer gets created for a single purpose but for muliple uses.

100%

Content should be designed, creeated, and shared across departments providing staff an awareness
of available information and knowledge relevant their projects and cases. For example, sales rep
writing a proposal should be be aware of of other relevant proposals, and potential issues. Case
workers may beDecline
dealing
with the same individual or company yet unaware of vitial information due
revenues
to departmental disconnect. A Real-time content approach identifies inbound content, classifies it,
and when tied to appropriate profiles and workjflows, sends notification to those who can benefits
Poor customer response
from it, that it is now available. This improves knowledge worker productivity and customer service,
supports risk management, and increased profitability.

Declining customer sasfacon rangs

Extensive
me
spent do
finding
contentby real-time content. Simply stated, it is the ability to have a live view
So what
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we mean

of data in ways that provides insight, integrated with digital processes for action to be taken, in real

Unable time.
to meet
compliance
One
examplerequirements
of this is the ability for customers to order products on-line and be made available
(Legal, Industry, Government)

for pick up in the store nearest or most convenient for them. Other examples include the enablement
of real-time negotiations between buyers and suppliers through use of a network, using real-time
Duplicave efforts in relaon to
content – the contract
- as the center of focus.
content creaon

Too much content that is single use and
not re-used where it could be
High translaon costs
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issues,
withof85%
saying they spend extensive amounts of time trying to find their content.
Single use content is an issue for 79% of respondents in that it is not reused beyond its original
None
device
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intent.
(Figure1 4)
Figure 4. In your opinion, do you feel that your organization has experienced the
following ssues related to poor content? 2
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support rapid bulk processing tied to various business processes that
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In the age of digital
information, responsiveness to client inquiry and efficient high volume transaction
processing are key. As such, transactional data drives business decisions and business processes,
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finding
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This
is where smart process applications begin to play an important role
within an organization. Smart Process Applications (SPAs) is a term used to describe applications that
to meet
compliance requirements
useUnable
computer
intelligence
to extract context-relevant information from the content associated with a
(Legal, Industry, Government)
business process. It is then used to select, modify or re-direct the next steps in a workflow.
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contentthe
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is single of
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whereor
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a case-file
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AIIM Research finds that - often a crucial element in today’s competitive social media-driven
environment -faster, and more consistent customer response is given as the biggest benefit.
High turnover of content creators/
Shortening of the end-to-end authors
process time follows, which will also help customer service, and most
likely to lead to cost savings. Rules-driven compliance processes that are also flexible can make
message
response to Inconsistent
regulatorycontent
changes
much simpler, which is a huge issue for heavily regulated industries
like the financial sector.
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Figure 5. What has been your experience of smart/adaptive/dynamic
process applications? 3
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Conclusion and Recommendations

Digital transformation must be approached with a multidimensional perspective looking at not only
content, but how content and process interconnect. Smart business processes are producing good
results managing input across multiple channels and routing it automatically, along with the much
sought after automated classification of captured content into records archives and automated
business processes.
It is not enough to address one part of a process. The greatest gains are derived form a holistic
approach that addresses end-to-end processes and their related information assets. Organizations
must look to automate manual processes, and increase collaborative capabilities beginning with a
strategy for maximizing use multi-channel inputs, turning content from a static element into real
time content that is available to and useable by all who need it, and connecting processes and
transactions in ways that streamline and improve operating efficiencies. Process without content
serves no purpose and content without process goes nowhere. The time is now to move forward
toward with digital transformation initiatives that provide seamless, efficient, and effective access
and transactional capabilities across the enterprise.

Recommendations
Consider taking the following steps:

n In evaluating these options, look for smart capabilities that monitor content as well as process.
n In order to better handle high volumes or a wide variety of inbound content, automate routing and
sorting at
the point of capture in order to speed up response and improve productivity.
n Assess and address the accessibility needs of your user audience in terms of multi-channel
distribution.
n Investigate existing best practices and technology in place within your organization and industry.
n Conduct content audits to identify what is being created and how it is being created, managed,
used and syndicated across the enterprise.
n Establish governance policies and the use of standards.
n Assess the needs and requirements of content users as they relate the interaction with end-to-end
processes; how content enters a process, who uses it while it is in the process, what happens to it,
and where it goes when the process is complete.
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